Bexley Early Assessment of Need (BEAN) and Children Social Care
Interface
This flowchart outlines the transition process to follow when the level of a child’s needs move from early
intervention usually identified through the common assessment (CAF) to Social Care (ie Step Up) and
when Social Care involvement ceases (ie Step Down).
This guidance provides the general rules for most circumstances. However all actions and decisions
must be informed by professional judgement and the need to ensure the best outcomes for a child.
Step Up

Step Down

At the beginning of the
BEAN process and a CAF is
started contact the CAF Coordinator on 020 8836 8401
who will confirm whether any
other agencies are working
with the child or young
person

Should you consider a
child is at risk of
significant harm at
any stage of the
assessment you
should consult your
manager and Children
Social Care through
the Child Care Units or
Safeguarding Service

When undertaking a
CAF or as part of the
Team Around the Child
(TAC) you consider
there may be
safeguarding concerns
for a child or their needs
are such as to require a
Child in Need
assessment (sec 17) a
referral should be made
to CSC

The CAF Lead Professional will
suspend the CAF process until a
decision in respect of the referral is
made. If the referral is accepted the
CA will be closed and the CAF Coordinator informed

Allocated Social Worker
becomes the Lead
Professional & liaises
with the child and family
as well as the TAC

Open CIN Case to
CSC
Review of needs
of the child
indicates that
involvement of
CSC is no longer
required but
ongoing support
through a TAC is
appropriate

Referral to CSC is
not accepted or
the Initial
Assessment
recommends no
further action by
CSC

Referrer is
informed in
writing of the
decision with
reasons &
recommended
to undertake a
CA & forma
TAC.

If the referrer
was a family
member with
consent of the
parent/child
the key
universal
agency should
be contacted
and asked to
consider a CA

CAF commences,
CAF Co-ordinator
informed. Relevant
information from
CSC's assessment
shared.

TAC review child's
needs. Intervention
closed as outcomes
achieved . CAF Coordinator informed.

The 'last' CIN
Review
meeting
becomes the
'first' TAC
meeting with
all relevant
services
invited.
Information
shared Lead
professional
identified.

